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Good afternoon, Chairman Grove, Minority Chair Conklin, and members of the

House State Government Committee. As a state representative, I represent the

residents of the l22d Legislative District in Carbon County. Thank you for this

opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the upcoming congressional

redistricting plan for Pennsylvania.

I commend the chairman and this committee for holding these hearings and

providing for a transparent process that includes public input.

My testimony will focus on ensuring we have a redistricting process that adheres to

our Constitution and allows for meaningful public participation - a process that is

not influenced by special interests, unelected bureaucrats, or activist judges. This

occurred in other states like California where partisan organtzations invented local

groups to influence the redistricting process for partisan gain.

We are also seeing groups like this actively influencing the redistricting process

here in Pennsylvania with one national group even filing a lawsuit that, at its core,

asks the Court to draw the congressional maps.

However, there is no evidence to support that a Court drawn map is anymore fair

than a legislatively enacted map. Case in point, in 2018 when the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court redrew the congressional map,the Courtfailed to be transparent



by barring the Stanford professor who worked on the congressional maps from

discussing the process with the public.

The authority to draw congressional districts was given to the Commonwealth's

elected state representatives, senators, and governor, who have the responsibility to

enact legislation that will redraw the boundaries of our state's congressional

districts

Every resident of this Commonwealth has a stake in this process. No voices should

be denied, nor should any be elevated. I have spoken to residents throughout the

l22d District - many of whom work full time and are unable to attend these

hearings. I am testifying on behalf of them today.

Our guidance is one person, one vote. My focus is to keep Carbon County whole,

in one congressional district, so that my constituents will have a voice in selecting

who represents them in Congress. Historical ties and voter turnout in recent

elections has confirmed that residents in the I22d Legislative District support our

current representation in the 9th Congressional District. It is my hope that we will

continue to reside in a district that reflects our cofflmunities and our values.

Smaller counties like ours should not be carved up further, reducing our influence

in national matters.

I have a serious concern that progressive, special interest groups will have more of

an influence in the process than the voters of Pennsylvania in how the boundaries

will be redrawn. With that in mind, I believe it would be short-sighted for anyone

to think that prison inmates should not be counted in the districts where they are



incarcerated. After all, they use the local infrastructure for water, sewer,

broadband, and more. Rural communities often rely on congressional support for

funding of infrastructure projects and could be left out if they are underrepresented.

The committee needs to address this blatant partisan attempt at gercymandering

because it will result in differing populations in Pennsylvania's legislative and

congressional districts, which conflicts with the uniformity clause in the state

Constitution.

We need an open and transparent bipartisan redistricting process, that does not

unnecessarily split counties like mine and which I hope will result in legislation

that the General Assembly can support and enact in a timely manner so we can

attractworthy candidates to run for office. At the end of the day, our responsibility

is to listen to the voters who elected us, and not to the special interest groups.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Hall, Susquehanna County Commissioner October 18,2421

Thank you for the opportunity to come before you today and share the concerns that

Susquehanna County has with redistricting. As a third term County Commissioner I can strongly say that

one shoe does not fit all, and that one shoe can be very devastating to many, let me explain'

Size Matters

When you look at the northeast region of twelve Counties, the population comparison is

staggering. Susquehanna County has a population of approximately 40,000' Luzerne County has

3 j"7,000 and Lackawanna has 210,000. Either of those Counties have more population than six of the

other counties combined. tf we are talking about fair districting, that also applies to the ability of each

of the twelve Counties to have the opportunity in a fair market to put forth a qualified candidate for an

office, and that candidate having a level playing field to succeed. A six to one disadvantage does not give

rural Counties a fair opportunity.

We Have Seen lt Before

Susquehanna County being incorporated into Lackawanna County for congressional redistricting

will be disastrous because of the social and economic demographics as each County is unique and

different. This example already exists as Susquehanna County is part of region 4 of Penn Dot'

headquartered out of Dunmore in Lackawanna County. Over the years we have seen much needed

resources reprioritized to the larger metropolitan areas of Scranton and Wilkes-Barre. The roads in

Susquehanna County have suffered greatly and are very subpar, and actually if not for the gas

companies, more of our roads would be impassable. Our neighbors to the west Bradford, Tioga,

Sullivan, and Lycoming are all grouped in region 3. This group does not have the large metropolitan

areas absorbing all the resources and are performing well.

Economic DeveloPment

Susquehanna County is with the northern tier, as part of the Northern Tier Regional Planning &

Development Commission representing Tioga, Bradford, Sullivan, Wyoming, and Susquehanna Counties'

NTRD provides resources to help businesses and entrepreneurs, local governments, non-profits, and job

seekers to meet the challenges to be successful in Pennsylvania. ln addition, Susquehanna County

contracts with the Progress Authority which is an economic development company that serves

Susquehanna and Bradford County. The Progress Authority focuses on projects that involve industrial

development, small business development, business financing, public infrastructure, site prep, and

marketing. Redisfficting our County with a large metropolitan area would jeopardize all of these

programs,

Gas lndustry

on any given day susquehanna county is the number one producing dry gas county in

pennsylvania if not in the Country. Susquehanna County along with Tioga, Bradford, Sullivan, Wyoming,

and Lycoming represent the entire northeast Marcellus region, and are all rural Counties with no large

metropolitan areas. lt's important for these rural Counties to stay together, as only they understand the

hardships and requirements for the gas industry. This industry is like no other and is very unique in



nature. Understanding this industry goes far beyond what most can imagine. Even the industry when it

came to our area had to learn a lot about our County from our road construction to even the ground

formation. As Susquehanna County knows little about the coal mines in Lackawanna County the same is

true with Lackawanna County understanding the gas industry in Susquehanna County' This is why the

rural counties with the gas industries need to stay together with other rural Counties as only they can

understand their needs.

Summary

Again, thank you for the opportunity to come before you today and provide this testimony'

vour job with redistricting in a good year is difficult, and the task ahead is very difficult. As I started

with size matters, one needs to question the census. ln our county they showed up 3 months late to

start the process and at the last count, we had the County average response around 60 percent' Now we

are told it was in the upper nineties and with a decline in population. Real estate sales were high during

the end of 2O2}with very low market inventory, the numbers do not add up. Combining with large

Counties with large metropolitan areas provides a disservice not only to the rural Counties but also to

the large metropolitan areas. Each have different needs for social and economic programs and only

they understand their needs. The differences even go down to parks, trails, storm water, manure

management, roads, schools, senior services, and housing to mention a few. We always look at how we

can provide the best services to our regions. When all of the areas that we represent have

commonality, we become well educated in the needs and represent well' lt's important to focus on the

commonalities such as rural Counties and those with natural gas development to be together' ln

addition, large Counties with metropolitan areas can best be represented by someone focusing on their

issues and concerns.

Thank You

Alan Hall

Susquehanna CountY Commissioner



Testimony of Harry Haas (Northeast Regional Hearing)

My name is Harry Haas, and I am a resident of Kingston Borough, Luzerne County. I have served as a

member of Luzerne County Council for L0 years, and in full disclosure, unsuccessfully ran in the 2020

Republican primary for Congress in the judicially-gerrymandered PA8. I do not plan on running again. By

trade I am a social studies teacher, so l'm very concerned about districts that significantly lean

disproportionately toward registered voters of one political party over the other. My testimony will

reflect on redistricting from each of these four viewpoints: elected official, citizen, candidate, and

teacher.

As an elected official representing my entire county, I actually don't mind that we are split between two

congressional districts; both congressional offices have been very helpful to me during my term of

service, and from a purely county standpoint, it has actually doubled our representation in Washington'

As a citizen-and a former candidate whose views wanted to reflect that of the people-living on the

edge of pA8, I have less in common with Lackawanna County and its neighboring counties that view

Scranton City as the region's center. Those on the committee who are unfamiliar with the Northeast will

find it puzzling that despite having a shared history, common industry, easy access through the 81

corridor, and similar demographics, people from the major cities of Wilkes-Barre and Scranton do not

interact like many other metropolitan areas. Culturally, the new district should reflect that'

Susquehanna County from the PA-12th should be placed in the eighth, the portion of Monroe County

currently in the PA7 should as well. The northern Wyoming Valley communities of Duryea, Avoca,

Dupont, pittston, Pittston Twp., Jenkins Township, Hughestown and Yatesville are located in Luzerne

County, but many people there read Lackawanna County newspapers, have jobs in Lackawanna County'

and participate in community events of the communities near Scranton. Culturally speaking, belonging

to the PA8 would probably be a better fit.

Lastly, as a social studies teacher who is very familiar with the culture groups and geography

pennsylvania, Carbon and portions of Schuylkill County could be added to the PA8 since they tie in with

the geography and tourism of the Poconos. The remaining portions of Luzerne County should be

represented in the pA9. Bradford, Sullivan, Wyoming, and Columbia counties have more in common

with northern and western Luzerne County. People living these are more likely shop in Wilkes-Barre

and view it as the regional center. ln order to offset the additional population added to the PA9, the

counties of Dauphin, Lebanon and Berks should be merged into the neighboring PA\2 and/or PA7

because they are distinctly out of the Northeast. Their commerce and culture are more linked to the

Lehigh Valley or lower Susquehanna Valley.

As I wrap up my testimony, voters in the Northeast are willing to elect candidates from the opposing

party of registration. Even the areas that have larger concentrations of Democrats will occasionally vote

for a Republican if the right candidate comes along. we also have Democrat office holders who have

strong followings in traditionally conservative and rural areas, so a 55-45 registration split here might

look more like a 50-50 split in other parts of the state.

ln general, I would hope that this committee would strive to craft districts that try to keep parity with

the registrations from opposite parties. Elected officials who need votes from both sides of the political

aisle will be more accountable to the people at large and will focus more on getting the job done rather

than posturing to the more extreme ends of our two-party system'



Commerce, Culture, Geography, and Registration are the four most important factors to evaluate in the

weeks ahead



Testimony of Commissioner John R. Moyer {Northeast Regional Hearingf

My thoughts on congressional redistricting are simple in concept, but, perhaps, more difficult to

effectuate. I represent Monroe County with a 2020 population of 168,337 people' First, I

believe all of Monroe County should be in the same congressional district. Second, Monroe

County should be placed in a district where the needs and challenges are similar to those faced

in Monroe.

Monroe County is currently split between two congressional districts - 07 and 08. District 07

serves all of Lehigh and Northampton Counties but only part of Monroe. Seven complete

municipalities in Monroe fall under District 07 and twelve complete municipalities fall under 08.

One our municipalities (smithfield Townshiplfalls partially in 07 and partially in 08' lt is bad

enough that Monroe is served by two congressional districts, but one of our municipalities, by

itself, suffers the same fate. Residents on one side of the street are in one district while their

neighbors are in another. The differentiation is broken down by census tracts, a concept

completely foreign to most people. lt stands to reason that splitting a county leads to confusion

over representation. Residents should not be required to know the census tract in which they

reside to know who speaks for them in Washington, DC,

A second argument for keeping Monroe County in the same congressional district is that by not

doing so, Monroe's political strength is fractured. District 07 serves approximately 64,000

Monroe County residents or approxim ately 9% of the total residents in District 07. District 08

serves approximately 104,000 Monroe County residents or L|o/o of the total population in

District 08. Neither of these percentages presents a compelling reason why a representative

would need to be concerned with the wants and needs of Monroe County residents.

Representatives could be elected without a single vote from Monroe County. Monroe County is

never goingto be the elephant in the room based on its population' However, if the population

in each congressional district going forward is close to the 706,000 in each district based on the

2010 census, keeping Monroe's L68,337 residents in the same district would bring its

percentage upto24%.This is much betterthan lheg%andLlo/o referenced above'

Monroe County is nowhere close to having a enough residents to warrant its own

representative. Thus, it becomes criticalthat Monroe share representation with municipalities

and counties with similar characteristics and needs. Part of Monroe (as previously described)

shares a representative in District 08 with Lackawanna, part of Luzerne, Pike, and Wayne

Counties. District 07 includes part of Monroe and all of Lehigh and Northampton Counties.

The characteristics and needs of Monroe County are much more closely aligned with the other

counties in District 0g than those in District 07. Monroe county's economy is highly reliant on

the resortlrecreation industry and jobs in other service industries' At the same time, ours is a



rural county with many of our townships more heavily populated than our boroughs. We have

no cities. We have struggled with the rapid influx of residents from New York and New Jersey.

By far, more people are employed in the hospitality industry than in any other. Pike County, and

to a lesser extent, Wayne Counties are in the same boat. Monroe County is a member of NEPA

Alliance that serves Monroe, Pike, Wayne, Luzerne. Lackawanna, Carbon, and Schuylkill

Counties. This economic development organization recognizes the similarity of needs in all its

constituent counties. On the other hand, Northampton and Lehigh Counties (the bulk of District

07) have very different needs and challenges from Monroe's. A significant part of their

economies is made up of jobs in health care, higher education, warehousing and transportation

services.

ln years past, geographic features like rivers or mountains were relied on to separate one

congressional district from another. Today, districts should be based on similarity of

characteristics and need. The message is clear - keep Monroe County in a single congressional

district and align us with counties like ours such as those serviced by NEPA Alliance'

John R. Moyer, Vice-Chairman

Mon roe Cou nty Commissioners



Chair Grove, members and staff of the Committee;

Thank you for making the trip to Northeastern PA, and for the opportunity to address you today.

l,ll start with a brief word about myself. Then, l'll discuss the northeastern corner of the Congressional

map. Lastly, l'll address the map as a whole, and suggest a starting point for your deliberations'

My name is Michael Waxenberg. l've been a Pike County homeowner for 32 years'

By profession, I manage technology risk. ln my spare time, I draw maps. l've created prize-winning maps

for pennsylvania Congressional districts, and forthe State Senate. lam currently a lead mapperfor Fair

Districts pennsylvania, focusing on the Senate, and also a member of the Princeton Gerrymandering

project,s National Mapping Corps, as well as a contributor to the Draw the Lines Citizens' Map. l'll return

to that initiative later in my remarks.

ln the five years since I drew my first Congressional map, l've become part of a community that brings

together activists, academics, attorneys, geographers, computer scientists, and many more' l'm proud to

call many of them friends, and I learn from them every day'

One takeaway from my mapping experience has been that none of this is easy' I appreciate the difficulty

of the task before the Committee. I also know that you have to grapple with political considerations that

don't constrain amateurs in the same way. 5o l'll try to address that aspect as well'

First, let,s look at the northeast, or NEPA. The last time the Legislature went through this process, the

result in our region looked like this:

Oi*i

Strange shapes aside, the composition of our districts in NEPA made no sense to the people in them' The

other end of our district, the old tenth, lay west of Harrisburg at the border of Franklin County, well over

three hours away. (That's on a good day, when l-81 isn't jammed, flooded, or dug up') ln Pike, we were

separated from Rep. Marino's home by big pieces of two intervening districts. Predictably, we didn't see

much of our congressman.

That's history. ln 2018, the Supreme Court struck down that map and replaced it with this:

L2O2L-LO-I8 Waxe n berg Testi monY
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By most metrics, the 2018 map is quite good. lt's also fairly fresh, and importantly it has the Court's

blessing. lf pennsylvania still had 18 districts, I would probably urge you to tweak this map as needed for

population equivalence and leave well enough alone. But we're down to 17 seats, and population has

shifted since the 2010 Census, So there are hard choices to make, in many regions. l'll focus first on the

choices in NEPA, and then look at the statewide picture.

Depending on whom you ask, Northeastern Pennsylvania can extend as far west as Northumberland,

and Tioga Counties, or even farther. l'll stick to the two areas I know reasonably well: the Poconos - my

own neighborhood - and the Wyoming Valley - or, in Census Terms, the "scranton - Wilkes-Barre -
Hazleton Metropolitan Area".

Those two communities resemble the core of the current Eighth Congressional District, That

combination makes sense geographically, historically, culturally, and economically. Plus, transportation

proposals under consideration at the local, state and Federal levels would connect these two areas even

more closely. l've redrawn this corner of the Congressional map hundreds of times. The lines change,

and sometimes Monroe gets split, but I always end up with something based on that core.

22021-10-18 Waxenberg TestimonY



Conveniently for mappers, those two core communities get us close to the target population for a

congressional district. There are close to 500,000 people in the Wyoming Valley, and about 200'000 in

the Pocono Region, so we're left working the margins to reach 755,000'

The first direction to look is north. The southeastern part of Wayne County, around Hawley and Lake

Wallenpaupack, is unmistakably part of the Poconos. Our commuter bus route even terminates there'

The southwestern part is tightly linked to Scranton by two major arteries, l-84 and the Casey Highway'

The only question about Wayne is the northern part, above Honesdale on 191, where you enter rural

pennsylvania. But there are only 15,000 people in Northern wayne. so the simplest answer is the same

one the Supreme Court reached in 2018: put all of Wayne in PA8, because of its location, its deep

affinity with both pike and Lackawanna, and because we're not supposed to divide counties unless it's

necessary, which it isn't in this case. So add Wayne, and we're nearing 750,000 people with a nice'

compact district.

Where do we go to reach the population target? We're boxed in to the east and northeast by the

Delaware River. Heading south, you enter the Lehigh Valley and the core of CD7. That's an area with a

strong regional identity that aligns with county borders..

The remaining options involve the western edges of the district. That brings us to the bigger picture,

because what you do at the western boundary of CD8 sends ripples across the state'

Outside this purple area - even within it - I rely heavily on the on the knowledge of the community I

described earlier. I urge you to draw on that knowledge too, and I can recommend a convenient way to

access it.

As you know, the Draw the Lines project team recently unveiled their Citizens' Map. Their goal was to

capture the collective wisdom of 1500 contest participants - and a wider community of observers - in a

single map. As one among 1500, I had the privilege of contributing in a small way to that map'

ln the northeastern corner of the Citizens' Map, CD8 is pretty much what I described: Lackawanna, Pike,

Wayne, nearly all of Monroe, and the Luzerne County part of the Wyoming Valley. A little bit of Monroe,

3202 1-10-18 Waxenberg TestimonY



Bradford

gillv.o

crrtan

Schuylklll

along with Carbon, goes into CD1 for numbers. So CD8 gets a bit more of Luzerne across the valley, but

steers clear of Congressman Meuser's residence just up the road from here in Shavertown'

l*ru1

It,s not that way because of my influence, or any other personal opinion. lt's that way because 1500

smart mappers and commenters converged toward the same basic result, with small variations around

the edges. That's largely true of the whole map. The DTL Citizens' map is uncontroversial'

crowdsourcing produces an unexciting map. ln my opinion, that's a good thing'

18

lon

5.-'F

Now, there are some tough decisions reflected in that map, but they were the preferred solutions to

challenges that confront any seventeen-district map. Here are the biggest, in my opinion:

1) Pittsburgh is split, but in a way that residents find reasonable;

Zl Reps. Boyle and Fitzpatrick both land in CD1 (This is easy to change, by swapping wards);

3) There isn't a true "Capitol District'';

4
2O2L-LO-18 Waxe n be rg TestimonY



4l The Fifth District,, in DelCo and Chester, is not optimized for minority representation.

That's about it, No big surprises. No controversial choices that can't be undone, And no dramatic

departures from the 2018 map, except what's necessary to compress eighteen districts into seventeen.

So, why this map rather than a hundred equally good maps that reflect slightly different priorities?

That,s where the process matters. Their process at Draw the Lines, and your process going forward.

Draw the Lines has already sorted through input from many of your most engaged constituents, and

assembled it for you into a single map. By taking this map as a starting point for your deliberations, you

are already halfway to meeting the demand for citizen involvement in the reapportionment process.

starting with the citizens' Map should also put you well on your way toward the approval of Governor

Wolf,s panel of experts, and toward his ultimate signature. And you will have the beginnings of a

defense against any legal challenges that make their way to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. After all,

the Court ordered adoption of a map very much like this one in 2018. The maps don't just look similar'

By every metric the court is likely to consider, this is basically a seventeen-district version of their map -
without the conspicuously odd lines in Allegheny and Berks.

Now, lunderstand thatthere are political obstaclestothe course l'm suggesting' One side of the aisle

may think their party will do better if the Supreme Court draws the map. The other side may consider

conflict with Governor Wolf more politically advantageous than the appearance of bipartisanship. lf

that,s where we are - if cooperation is impossible - then the cynics are right and the Supreme Court will

draw the map.

But if you want this constitutionally-mandated process to succeed, the Draw the Lines Citizens' Map

offers a head start. And for this corner of northeastern Pennsylvania, I believe it offers as good a final

answer as any.

Thank you for your attention, l'll be happy to take any questions, and I will follow the Committee's

progress with interest.

5202I-70-78 Waxenberg Testi mo nY



Testimony of Kenncth Lee (Northeast Regional Hearing)

Thank you very much for allowing me to speak to the State Government Committee today to talk to you

about drawing northeast pennsylvania's Congressional district lines. I come before you today merely as

a private citizen from Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania speaking on my own behalf. However, thirty years

ago, from Lggg to tgg4,l had the honor of being a member of this same House state Government

Committee, having been, at the time, the Republican State Representative from the 111th legislative

district consisting of all or part of Sullivan, Wyoming, Bradford and Susquehanna counties' Given this

experience, I know how drudgerous it can be to listen to hours upon hours of repetitive committee

testimony. With this mind, I will attempt to keep my comments as brief as possible'

I come before you today to request that this committee adopt a Congressional redistricting plan for

northeast pennsylvania which is based upon fairness and common sense rather than upon partisan

political considerations. I believe it is unfortunate that the Pennsylvania Supreme Court felt compelled

to take over the Congressional Redistricting process a decade ago. However, it is hard to argue that the

maps originally proposed and adopted by the Pennsylvania legislature were not blatant attempts to

redraw district lines solely to favor one political party over the other rather than any honest attempt to

draw districts lines in a common sense and equitable fashion. One might argue that the Supreme Court

was also acting in a partisan manner by rejecting the Republican legislature's district maps' However,

when one compares the two maps, even a school child with a cursory knowledge of northeast

Pennsylvania would quickly recognize the more logical of the two'

I do not pretend to believe that politics will not play a part in the congressional restricting process' I

also do not believe that Republicans have a monopoly on politicizing this process. For proof of this, one

need only look to our bordering state of New York where a Democratically controlled legislature is doing

its best to overturn a voter authorized non-partisan redistricting process in order to force through a

redistricting map that will heavily favor Democrats in the Empire State. However, despite these facts, I

believe that we can no longer afford to throw our hands up and surrender this process solely to partisan

map manipulators.

I therefore urge this committee to redraw its northeast Pennsylvania Congressional district maps based

upon common sense principals rather than partisan political prerogatives' I do this for two main

reasons.

First, I believe that the pennsylvania Supreme Court's entry into the redistricting process represented a

dangerous usurpation of the power of the legislative branch of government by the judicial branch'

Denying the court grounds upon which to do so again by adopting an objectively reasonable redistricting

map would put an end to the court's meddling in such legislative matters.

Secondly, if a common sense redistricting plan, ratherthan a gerrymandered one, is adopted, northeast

pennsylvania will be less likely to have Congressional districts which strongly favor one party or the

other and, in so doing, will provide centrist candidates with a greater opportunity to win Congressional

seats. lt is undeniable that our federal system of government has broken down due largely to the

intensely partisan makeup of the U.S. Congress. lt is also undeniable that part of the reason for this

partisan;hip is the fact that for over 40 years, Congressional districts have been redrawn in order to pack

each with members of one party orthe other. The result are Congressmen and women who have no

fear of being defeated in a general election and must instead solely appeal to the members of his or her

own party to gain reelection'



Thank you again for allowing me to say these few words'



Liz Terwilliger for Congress
A Representativo, Not A Politician

Redistricting TestimonY
Liz Terwilliger

I am from Bradford County, which is in North Central PA, just on the edge of the North East Region for

these hearings. Bradford County is very rural. lt shares services with surrounding counties and with some

counties not so close at hand. I would like to suggest to the committee that communities of interest are

created bythese shared services and should be preserved within the same Congressional District.

I work in Early lntervention, the Birth to 3 program, in Bradford and Sullivan Counties. These two counties

are tied together in service coordination and service providers through a joinder created by the

Commonwealth. The families that I serve transition from our program into the Blast, lU 17 program, which

provides service throughout Bradford, Sullivan, Lycoming and Tioga Counties. These educational

communities 
"ru 

.rrr.ntly all encompassed within the 12th Congressional District. Families and the

educational programs have the benefit of having one Representative to whom they can take concerns'

One Representative to hear the voices on both sides. One Representative to understand their perspectives

and advocate fortheir unique needs.

Many of the families that I work with need to access pediatric medical specialists. Because we are so rural,

these services are not available locally. Specialists for complex care, like a cleft palate team, and specialists

for more straightforward things like a nutritional consultation are concentrated with one provider,

Geisinger in Danville. Danville is in Montour County, which is just outside the 12th District as it is currently

drawn. Our families with young children rely on Geisinger for pediatric specialties. Geisinger is an

important part of our community, it would make sense to have them in our district' As it stands now, we

have one Representative for the families receiving services from Geisinger and one Representative forthe

Geisinger Medical Center in Danville. There is no single Representative hearing the perspective of families

and the medical community. There is no single advocate for their needs' I propose bringing Montour

County, where Geisinger lies, into the same district as the families for whom they provide such a critical

service. By the same logic, it would also make sense to bring the adjacent county of Columbia and the

small portion of Northumberland county currently drawn outside the 12th District into the same district'

ln a region of the Commonwealth as rural as ours, I understand that it is unrealistic to expect a

geographically compact district. I know that the committee will work hard to maintain whole counties and

communities within single Districts as much as possible. I am here today to propose that when considering

boundaries in redistricting, that our district be drawn in a manner that also considers these important

educational and medical communities of interest in our area'

LizTerwil ligerforCongress.o rg

l570l7tt-0822
P.O. Box 83 r Warren Center, PA 18851



Testimony of Jim Barbour (Northeast Regional Hearing)

I am Jim Barbour, owner/operator of Barbour Farms, 1-250 Barbour Hill Road Hallstead in Susquehanna

county. We are 6 mites west of the last 181 Pa exit. Our water flows north into the Susquehanna while it

is still in Ny state. I am a third-generation farmer. We have grass fed American Aberdeen beef,

organically fed hogs and we do 5 acres of vegetables and herbs for CSAs. I am the 1st Vice President of

Susquehanna County Farm Bureau and serve on the state board and executive committee for PA Farm

Bureau. I am the president of the North East Aberdeen Association that covers 1"1 states and serve on

severa I National committees'

I am here today with a passionate concern for the future of Susquehanna County, a rural, agricultural,

gas producing county. We need representation that understands who we are and what we do'

population and politics seem to be the driving factors in redistricting. My concern is that Susquehanna

County could, with our relatively low population compared to urban areas south of us, be redistricted in

that direction and not have a voice that would be heard through the noise and needs of metropolitan

a reas.

I am also concerned with the possibility of being redistricted with the DRBC counties that could leave us

the only gas producing county and again not be heard.

I strongly affirm that Susquehanna County needs to stay connected in a district that includes the other

northern tier rural, agricultural, gas producing counties. I have been a proponent for gas production

from the beginning. ln those days there was a lot of fear and hysteria from lack of understanding and a

lot of misleading information. Sadly, many outside of our area still fall into that mindset' We have a mile

of pipeline on our farm. lt is very well maintained and monitored. We have a compressor station in one

of our fields. Noise is not an issue. The gas industry has saved many farms from going out of business

and greatly bolstered our local economy'

There is a commonality among the northern tier rural gas producing counties' A commonality of issues

and interests that must be represented by someone who understands our uniqueness' With whatever

redistricting that takes place I believe that Susquehanna County, Bradford, Tioga, Potter, Wyoming'

Sullivan, Lycoming, and Clinton counties most stay in the same district for the reasons given'

Thank you,
Respectfully Submitted,
Jim Barbour



Northeast Regional Hearing

Written testimony {as of LOlLAl2Ll submitted by:

l. Clayton B.

Montrose, PA

Voters have the right to choose their representatives. Representatives do not and should not have the

right to choose their voters. End partisan gerrymandering. Districts should be drawn or created only by

3rd Party andlor nonpartisan entities.

2. Sharon N.

Brackney, PA

Asking people to draw a map is pointless and misleading without any information about things like

population distribution.
Communities of interest sounds like "friends and family," and should be irrelevant to this process. I hope

this isn't what is deemed "transparent." lt is counter to objectivity. Redistricting should be blind to

characteristics or beliefs of the individuals in the district.

I suggest that districts conform to established county boundaries when possible. I can see that this is like

jugeline jello. According to the map, this is done in some cases but fails downstate and especially with

districts 14 and 18. At least one county shows three districts, 9,4 and 6. Where county boundaries don't

work, to reduce the amount of manipulation guidelines should be set. For example, ideally no district

should have more than five sides and its length and width should not exceed a ratio of I:2 or 2:'J,.

I look forward to pennsylvania demonstrating leadership and setting a high standard for the redistricting

process. Specifically, appointing and enthusiastically supporting a nonpartisan committee that is

independent, ethical, unbiased and unencumbered by favors or politics. Redistricting should NOT factor

in the party affiliations or other beliefs. Gerrymandering creates districts that look like random jigsaw

puzzle pieces. No one is fooled to think it is anything but contrived. lt is admittance that its supporters

could not win elections on a level playing field, Set the example and do it right!

3. Pike County Commissioners
Milford, PA

Dear Chairmen Grove and Conklin, and esteemed members of Pennsylvania's House State Government

Committee.

We, the Pike County Commissioners, thank you for the opportunity to submit this testimony to you

today on behalf of the taxpayers and residents we represent, whose lives and livelihoods will be affected

by any actions taken to redraw the boundaries of Pennsylvania's 8th Congressional District.

It is critical to our constituents - and to the efficient functioning of county Sovernment - that the State

Government Committee, members of the Pennsylvania House and Senate, and Governor Wolf carefully

and fully consider the impacts of their decisions on this matter.

Currently, pennsylvania's 8th Congressional District is comprised of the rural counties of Pike, Wayne,

northern Monroe, and parts of Lackawanna and Luzerne. These areas share significant economic and



cultural similarities, which intrinsically link our communities and enhance the quality of life of our

residents.

Redrawing the 8th District's lines to, perhaps, group Pike County with larger, urban communities such as

those within the tehigh Valley, would diminish our voice in important decisions affecting taxpayers and

visitors to the area.

We, therefore, request that the 8th District remain whole as the General Assembly and Governor Wolf

complete Pennsylvania's redistricting process.

Using population as a guidepost, for example, Pike County is most similar to our neighboring counties of

Wayne, and northern Monro". Specifically, U'S. Census figures show that as of April of 1, 2020 Pike's

population was 58,535 and Wayne's 51,155. Conversely, the population of Northampton County in the

Lehigh Valley was 312,951-, or more than five times that of Pike's and Wayne's respectively.

Economically, communities within the 8th District currently share tourism and hospitality as core

industries. The pocono Mountains region, in which Pike is very effectively served by the Pocono

Mountains Visitors Bureau (PMVB), has the highest tourism-related labor income and employment in

Pennsylvania. According to data gathered by PMVB, tourism supports a total of 35,201jobs in the

poconos, or 24.5%of all jobs in the Pocono region of Pike, Wayne, Monroe and Carbon counties'

Woodloch Resort, one of the largest employers in our area, is located near the border of Pike and

wayne counties, providing family-sustaining jobs to many local residents.

Geographically, both pike and wayne counties within the 8th District share natural resources and

environmental features, such as Lake Wallenpaupack, the upper Delaware River, and a large acreage of

State Gamelands and Forestlands, which support our area's tourism economy, and are the basis of our

cultural and historical traditions of fishing, hunting, and other forms of outdoor recreation.

From a governance perspective, the commonalities among the communities within Pennsylvania's 8th

District also provide opportunities to partner on projects related to county services and infrastructure,

creating efficiencies of benefit to local taxpayers. Examples of this include grant applications and the

sharing of information that results in solutions to challenges unique to counties of similar size and

demographics.

ln order to preserve the clear economic, cultural, and governmental benefits outlined today, which exist

within pennsylvania's 8th District, we respectfully request the General Assembly and Governor Wolf to

keep our District whole as it completes the State's redistricting process and draws the next

congressional map.

We, again, thank Chairmen Grove and Conklin, and the members of Pennsylvania's House State

Government Committee, for the opportunity to provide this testimony regarding Pennsylvania's

redistricting process.

Sincerely,

Pike County Commissioners

Chairman Matthew Osterberg

Vice Chairman Ronald Schmalzle

Commissioner Steve Guccini



4. Bintou F', CamPus Vote Proiect

Meadville, PA

lam a sophomore atAllegheny College in Pennsylvania's Crawford County.lam participating in a college

student Redistricting Fellowship with the Campus Vote Project, an organization that is empowering

college students to have a voice in their state's redistricting process. I am also a Vote Everywhere

Ambassador with The Andrew Goodman Foundation, an organization that is working to register voters,

reduce voting barriers, and tackle important socialjustice issues on college and university campuses

across the countrY.

Today, I am advocating for all college and university campuses, including nearby comrnunities where

large numbers of students reside, to be intact within singular districts at the Congressional, State

Senate, and State House levels throughout the Commonwealth'

college students are young individuals, training to become active members of society. Each student

deserves an equal opportunity to vote, to have their voice heard, and to be represented by elected

officials who will seek to understand and advocate for their needs. Colleges and universities are indeed

an integral community of interest and should be considered as such as part of our state's redistricting

pro."ri. Unfortunately, this is not yet a reality on college and university campuses where they are split

between multiple districts. Split districts dilute the voting power of students and fail to represent the

needs and concerns of students. lf students feel as though they are not accurately represented within

their community, they will be less inclined to vote and engage in civic life. Failure of representation

affects voter turnout in local elections. How can college students become active members of society if

they are not treated as active members of society with the same rights and privileges of others in

neighboring communities?

Thank you for listening to my testimony. I pray that you keep all colleges and universities throughout the

commonwealth together as communities of lnterest moving forward.

5. Brooklynn J., Campus Vote Project

Cheltenham, PA

I am a participant in a college student Redistricting Fellowship with Campus Vote Project' an

organization that is empowering college students to have a voice in their state's redistricting process'

Today, I am hoping that I can convince you to keep colleges and universities throughout Pennsylvania

together as Communities of lnterest in the state's redistricting process. Many students attend college as

a way to connect with people from all around the world, figure out who they are, and better understand

who they want to become in the near future. This idea is why many higher education institutions put

forth and heavily exercise the idea of community engagement and unity' lf an institution can advocate

for a safe, sound, and unified community amongst its members, those who hold political power within

our state should advocate for similar objectives.

Over the last 30 years, there has been racial inequity built into the redistricting maps of Pennsylvania,

which hinders marginalized communities across the state. Being that constituents now have the

opportunity to participate and have a voice in their state's redistricting process, our voices should be

listened to, considered, and applied when developing maps that include everyone of all backgrounds,

ideas, beliefs, and faiths. This form of civic engagement will allow for the future production of equitable



maps that will more than likely combat the issue of packing and cracking amongst our BIPOC

communities.

The urgent need for racially equitable maps is long overdue. These maps should not only keep current

colleges and universities across the state together but rejoin any previously separated colleges and

universities so that the voting process is fair and just. Minority groups have been the victims of broken

promises when it comes to voting and the rights constitutionally granted to them. The demographics of

minority voters has greatly shifted, being that communities of color are growing 12 times faster than

those of its white counterparts, and they will continue to shift as the years progress; this should be

recognized when drawing our next Congressional maps. The current district lines in the state of

Pennsylvania do not adequately represent all of its demographic groups, and this should be a call for

immediate action.

According to Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the right to vote cannot be abridged "on

account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude," and it also grants judicial relief to those who

feel as if their government officials are limiting their rights to vote due to race, color or membership in a

language minority group. These poorly drawn maps are limiting BIPOC communities to elect

...pi"r"ntrtives of their choice because officials are choosing their voters rather than allowing the voters

to choose them. This is unconstitutional and should not be tolerated under any circumstances.

Being that the next congressional maps will be in place for the next 10 years, everyone with a voice

needs to be heard and understood no matter your skin color or ethnic background. A majority of

Pennsylvania's constituents are growing to be minority groups, and this is a valid reason why they

should be considered when giving seats at the table for these types of democratic decisions' Biases and

personal decisions should not be a factor when trying to gain and/or maintain political power' The moral

and ethical ideas of equal representation and justice for all should be the main goal of government

officials. lf this mindset is embedded within you all, members of the committee, we could develop into a

unified state that prospers tremendously in the years to come'

I hope that my testimony has laid on your heart and mind, and you will consider keeping university and

college communities all throughout the state of Pennsylvania together when developing this year's

maps. Thank you for your time and consideration'

6. Laurie M.
Stevensville, PA

I am interested in the redistricting because I would like it to be done with an eye to fairly representing

all districts in the state so that the result reflects the will of the voters. No more drawing districts to

minimize the voting power of any particular group of people or any particular party(gerrymandering)' lt

shouldn,t matter what political party holds the majority in our legislature, the redistricting should be

done fairly!



7, Jeffrey 2., Retired Military
Dalton/Wyoming, PA

Do not allow party affiliation to be a factor in determining voting districts' This allows partisan

gerrymandering which creates voter apathy as voters feel their vote does not count. lt also pushes both

p.rti., to the extreme as the only election that really counts is the primary in these gerrymandered

districts.
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Good afternoon Chairman Grove, Chairman Conklin, and members of the Pennsylvania House

of Representatives State Government Committee. My name is Darrin Woodruff, and I am the

Vice President of Human Resources for Ali Group North America Corporation. I testify before

you today representing the Northeast PA Manufacturers & Employers Association as the Board

of Director Altemate and as the co-chair of the Luzeme Human Resources Roundtable.

The issue of redistricting is important to our regional manufacturing associations, chambers,

business organizations, workforce development groups, and employer organizations.

Historically, Schuylkill County has been an integral part of Northeast Pennsylvania, and it is our

hope that in the redrawing of conglessional districts that the county remains whole and is

incorporated into the Northeast instead of being segmented between the Lehigh Valley, Lebanon

Valley, or Northcentral, Pennsylvania. Likewise, Luzeme County ought to remain as intact as

possible so that there is enhanced synergy amongst the Northeast counties as we continue our

mission to athact,train, and retain our local workforce. Federal funding, collaboration, and

communication amongst these counties in the area of workforce development is paramount, and

too many factions amongst this geographic region could threaten the work that is being done by

hosts of local organizations in coordination with our elected officials.

The Luzerne/Schuylkill Workforce Development Board oversees workforce development

activities for Luzerne and Schuylkill Counties. Schuylkill County has played an integral role in

the local area workforce. This leadership has significantly provided for performance measures

that were achievable due to the partnership in both counties. The Regional Boards in Northeast

Pennsylvania collaborate to enhance employer engagement such as consortium training, industry

partnership training, networking, and strategic partnership building. For example, The

Luzerne/Schuylkill Workforce Development Board works closely with the Northeast PA

Advanced Manufacturing Partnership; a collaborative effort to advance the goals of addressing

workforce and other competitive needs of their industry in our region. Currently the partnership

engages 57 individuals from 32 unique public partners. Included are 4 northeast workforce

development boards, 8 economic development agencies, 8 educational providers, and 4

additional workforce organizations.

The local area faces two primary challenges in aligning its labor force skill and education and

training activities with the needs of regional employers: (1) Development of Soft Skills for youth

and (2) Development of educational and occupational skills for jobseekers. We will meet this

challenge through the Your Employability Skills (YES) program. As detailed further, the YES is

a 120-hour curriculum that focuses on the employability skills that are mandatory in today's

business environment. This Schuylkill County-based model is currently in 18 school districts in

Luzerne and Schuylkill counties.

To ensure equal access to the political process Schuylkill/Ltzeme legislative delegation

participates in two legislative roundtables yearly which is hosted by the Northeast PA

Manufacturers & Employers Association. We encourage citizen-employers and employees to



register to vote, vote, and remain politically engaged. We also honor manufacturers who are

actively engaged with their legislators. Active employers also participate in topical roundtables

with their legislators in Northeast Pennsylvania regarding the labor crisis we face. This type of
collaboration has resulted in Northeast employers engaging in re-entry programs, which are

coordinated with the three Career Links in Schuylkill/Luzeme.

Economic Development partnerships are forged through a regional partner, Penns Northeast. The

Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development has identified ten (10)

Partnerships for Regional Economic Performance (PREP) and Schuylkill and Luzeme are both a

part of the same region in Northeast Pennsylvania. And, this is for a good reason. The Interstate

8l corridor connects Schuylkill County with the Northeast counties in PA as it relates to the

development and continued growth of the logistics market and serves as a feeder system for

labor market flexibility between the counties. It's our proximity and infrastructure, but also our

cultural mindset of hard work, determination, and resolve that makes the Northeast a place where

manufacturing and industry will thrive.

Much has been done to enhance the many industries and the people that call this part of the

commonwealth home. We ask that you take this into consideration when drawing Congtessional,

State Senate, and State House lines. We ask that Schuylkill and Luzerne Counties be made as

whole as possible and that both counties be included in the Northeast portion of our

commonwealth to enhance our collaborative approach to addressing our workforce crisis. Thank

you in advance for your consideration.


